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Just want to express my gratitude and thanks for helping me to achieve my PMP certification. Your site provided the best set of preparation capabilities I found across the Internet and I often recommend your website because it facilitates learning through the embedded features. The application is robust and provides immediate feedback on the weak areas in which more focus should be applied. … I just want you know that you and your team played a big part of me achieving the PMP goal.

Bill Lottman, PMP - Doctoral Learner (DM/IST)
The Boeing Company

I PASSED the PMP exam this morning! You helped me to focus in on specific areas and prepare myself further for the actual exam. THANK YOU PMPerfect!

Kimberly R. Clark, PMP
MetLife, USA

Hello, I successfully passed my PMI exam a few days ago. Your service helped me a lot in achieving this. Your test questions are very close to reality. Thanks a lot.

Jürgen Hochhaeuser, PMP
ORACLE Deutschland B.V.

Passed the test on my first try. Your questions along with some others that I used had me well prepared for success. Thank you for a good product.

Tim Fett, PMP

I passed the PMP exam on March 4th. Scoring 'Moderately Proficient' in all of the areas. PMPerfect exams clearly gave me the tool I needed to apply the knowledge I had learned in a way to pass the test. It is one thing to know the knowledge, but sometimes can be another to apply it correctly. PMPerfect was by far the best tool I had for learning how to apply the knowledge I read from all of the PMP prep books. I found the questions to be very close to what I experienced while taking the exam. I contacted customer service a few times to clarify some information and they could not have been any more helpful and responded immediately. After taking just a few of the tests I could see the pattern of where my weak areas were. I highly recommend PMPerfect for anyone preparing to take the PMP exam.

Michael Carter, PMP

Hello, I was able to pass my exam today with the help of your practice exams. I purchased the exams on Friday and took several of them the day before my exam. If I had more time I know I would have fared even better. I have already recommended your product to my colleagues and one of them plans to contact you for a bulk purchase deal. thank you!

Al Bobb, PMP
Trinidad

I passed. Thanks to PMPerfect. I am 100% sure that without the practice of sitting and thinking for long hours I wouldn't have been so comfortable at the testing center. I was able to wiz through the exam with only a glistening instead of buckets of sweat.

Heather Wegner, PMP

I am very much grateful to "PMPerfect" and Thank-you. I have cleared my PMP examination. It would not have been possible with out your "PMP practice exam". It helped me lot to prepare for the PMP examination and passed the real PMP exam. Thank-You Once again.

R. Senthil PMP
Bangalore, India
I passed the PMP exam on December 17, 2010 after studying for approximately seven weeks. I could not have passed without the PMPerfect practice tests which provide explicit reasons for why a response was the “Best” choice. The format, content and questions on PMPerfect are very similar to the real exam unlike other PMP simulated programs. I highly recommend to anyone studying for the PMP exam to sign up for a copy of PMPerfect...you will not be disappointed.

Joe Greenwood, PMP
Houston, Texas
GenOn Energy

Very positive. Easy to use and provides good coverage of the exam topics. I feel the questions are at an adequate level required to assist in passing the exam.

Daniella Mayger
Melbourne, Australia.

Really it was one of the best PMP practice web sites. The most difficult questions, comparing with the other products doing the same. The support is very good (when I was having some enquires, I emailed and the response was very quick). The interface of the web site is very friendly and very professional. And I passed the exam and my PMP number is 1346044, many thanks to pmperfect.com.

Arsany Emil
Dubai, UAE

Whenever I come across something that had a positive impact on my success I let people know about it. I came in late in the process to study for the PMP exam, had a month to prepare. In addition to my study materials I wanted to utilize test taking software to help me track where I still needed to focus.

I have tried other solutions, but PM Perfect was the only tool that gave me the granular detail I needed - by knowledge area and project phase. I needed a fast track approach to studying and I am happy to say I passed the PMP exam on the first try. Thank you for offering this great tool, I am sure to recommend to others.

H. Hartung PMP
Atlanta GA, USA

PMPerfect was a great tool for me. I used it exclusively to study for the PMP in the few weeks prior to the exam. I finished all of my requirements nearly a year ago so I only had one shot to take the exam and pass. Thanks to PMPerfect and a lot of late nights, I passed the first time!! I highly recommend PMPerfect.

Denise Jones, PMP
Richmond, VA USA

I was quite pleased with the prep service. I passed the PMP primarily by using PMPerfect practice exams, with reading from the PMBOK zeroed in on areas pointed out as weak by the test results. A great value. Thanks.

Chris Michael, PMP
SourceLink LLC
Dayton, Ohio USA
The PMPerfect exam prep was the "perfect" way to prepare for the exams and I will definitely use it again.

Paul de Kock, PMP

I passed my PMP certification the first time! I contribute my success to having PMPerfect as one of my main study tools. PMPerfect responds using PMBOK, cites locations within PMBOK. From my test experience it's test structures are one of the closest I found that mirrored the types of questions on the PMP exam.

Until I found PMPerfect, I took advantage of every free or low-cost PMP certification testing I could find. The quality of the questions and the answers for the free tests, plus the fact that more than 50% have not eliminated PMBOK V3 questions, made a number of the sample tests questionable.

I have already recommended PMPerfect to more than 70 individuals who are preparing to take the exam in the next few months. I will continue to do so.

Teresa Rosenbaum, PMP
PBM Industry
Westminster, California

I passed the PMP exam on my first attempt! Prior to taking the exam I did a few practice exams each day for a few weeks. As I discovered weak areas (easily identified from the exam results), I reviewed those areas to improve my knowledge. This process worked very well for me without taking a great deal of time out of my day each day (important when you have to work for a living).

George K. Hochschwender, PMP
Andover, NJ USA

I found the PMPerfect tests to be one of the key factors in my passing the PMP on my first sitting. They allowed me to see where my weakness areas were via the progressing metrics, allowing me to strengthen my knowledge in all the chapters. I went through every test at least twice, and found that the questions were similar to the actual test.

Gerry Boston, PMP
Austin, Texas

I found PMPerfect's online material very helpful, it enabled me to track my progress as well as areas in which I have to focus more. Sample questions were very close to the actual exam questions and made real sense. I passed my PMP, Thank you.

Khalid Khan, PMP
Project Manager, Pitney Bowes
Mississauga, Canada

Just a quick note to let you know that using PMPerfect was a major part in my successful completion of obtaining my PMP. I think the most important part of this was not so much the actual answers, but more of learning what the questions were really asking. It made me think like the PMI. This helped my understanding immensely.
Ken Gill, PMP

Program Manager - Information Systems Security Operations
Bentonville, Arkansas, USA

I Passed. Of all sample exams - Crowe, Crosswinds and PMPerfect - PMPerfect was the closest to the test I received.
Nick Wasilewski PMP

I passed my PMP today!!!! Halleluah!! The PMP does not give a score when it is passed. The notification simply says pass or fail on the sheet provided at the testing center. So I did have to make a passing score and send it in to your website. BUT I DID PASS. I had read and studied two additional study guides but nothing helped me as much as your testing site, www.pmperfect.com. Thank you for making such a quality site. I will definitely recommend you to others. Take care and thanks again.

Cee Harris
harrisan@cs.com

Thank you so much for creating PMPerfect. I passed the PMP exam on my first try. I plan to retake the practice tests until my subscription expires to reinforce my weak areas. A very satisfied customer.

Keely Kaleski PMP
MediaSpan
USA

I would like to share that I just passed the PMP exam this week. PMPerfect tests were very helpful and made me feel more confident when taking the actual exam. Thank you.

Fernando Colleone PMP

Great method for preparing for the PMP exam; the format was virtually identical to the PMI version. I did countless prep exams, and was so ready for the PMP that I was done in 2 hours. Passed with flying colours. Study, learn your stuff, then use PMPerfect to solidify and prepare you.

Michael Eliadis BA, PMP
Toronto, Canada

I used PMPerfect to assist me in my preparation of the PMI exam, which I passed on the first try! The test results tracking allowed me to focus my extra studying time on the knowledge areas I scored the lowest on. I have recommended PMPerfect to my co-workers.

Ruth Cerio PMP
Excellus Health Plan
USA
I signed up for PMPerfect about 3 weeks before I was scheduled to take the PMP exam. It was a great way to test myself against everything I’d learned in preparation for the exam. I passed the PMP exam on November 17th, 2008 and I believe PMPerfect provided the drill down support required for me to be successful on my first try. Thank you.

Ngozi Nwosu PMP, CSSGB  
DDN United States

I passed on my first try and after using 4 different sources for practice exams, I found the ones from PMPerfect were the closest in format and difficulty to the actual PMP exam. I highly recommend these to anyone preparing for their certification.

Laurence Gernant, PMP  
BASF Corporation

Hello, just wanted you to know I passed with flying colors on December 19th. Proficient across the board (5 out of 6...I was Moderately Proficient in Initiating). The PMPerfect practice exams were a huge benefit and definitely set me up to succeed. Thanks again!

Joe Sacco, PMP  
CO, USA  
IBM

PMPerfect was a perfect supplement to my preparation for the PMP exam. I was given insight into the types of questions I’d see on the exam and the areas where I was weak. All in all, I have and would continue to recommend PMPerfect as a supplement for PMP exam preparation.

Scott Link  
United States

In a nutshell your tests helped significantly in my endeavor to obtain PMP certification. The way tests are grouped and summary tests kept me interested. They have covered well all PMBOK and most importantly you can rely on the answer explanations as being clear and trustworthy. Keep doing the good work!

Daniel Gavrilescu PMP  
Romania

The PMPerfect exam service was instrumental in helping me prepare for the actual exam. The logical sequencing and structure of the practice tests, along with the post exam reporting, enabled me to identify areas of weakness and drill on those to increase my competency. I went into the actual exam feeling prepared and confident of passing on my first attempt. Thank you PMPerfect; best $49 I spent in my preparation efforts.

Renard Rosas PMP  
Sr Project Manager, USA
PMPPerfect was the ideal tool for me. In the 10 days before the exam, I started using PMPPerfect exclusively. It helps to identify areas of weakness and concern, and helps you to understand how to approach the exam questions. I highly recommend it to anyone looking to earn the coveted PMP certification.

Graham B. Locke PMP
New York, USA

I passed! I passed! Your program really helped with the test taking and marking questions and going back and organizing my thoughts. You have some similar questions and being able to look up the missed question on your exam by the PMBOK page is really a bonus.

Your practice tests were very helpful. Thank you very much. The 200 exam test was a lot longer but I broke it into 50 questions and paced myself like I was taking 4 of your exams. Keep up the good work and I hope the feedback helps,

Shawn Habrial, PMP
CO, USA

I found PMPPerfect extremely useful in preparing for the PMP examination. What was amazing was the ease with which I could compare and measure myself after taking the various tests, both in the process and knowledge areas. Today I am proud to be a PMP, and I am thankful for subscribing to the PMPPerfect exam prep service.

Nandkumar Santhanam PMP
Vinsys IT Services Ltd, India

It was really helpful preparation for my PMP exam, as I passed it on my first attempt. I would recommend this to anyone who is interested in taking the PMP Exam.

Ramya Sivakumar PMP
Merrill Lynch, USA

I found many of your questions to be similar in nature and difficulty to those on the actual exam. My overall score on the pre-test paralleled that on the actual exam. Passing these practice tests prior to sitting the PMI exam allowed me to take it with confidence. I found that taking the practice tests also sped up my answers and I completed the PMI exam with time to spare.

D. Shannon PMP
New Mexico, USA

I just wanted to say THANK YOU. Your PMP preparation tests are Awesome. I passed in first try. Thanks again.

Manoj Kumar PMP
USA
By taking practice tests and seeing my strengths and weaknesses in graphical display it allowed me to target my studying focusing on the weaker areas. So, I would take a test, see my results, study the bottom 3 subject areas in the PMBOK and other study guides. I would then take another test and repeat the process. I took ALL your tests once, and the general tests twice. It was encouraging to see my scores coming up in my weaker areas as this cycle was repeated.

I took the last of the practice tests on a Tuesday, and took the PMP on Wednesday morning. I was able to fly through the test in just over 2 hours with solid results (passing all 6 subject areas). I don't think I would have been able to achieve these results without your testing tools.

Thank you, and I have been recommending your system to several others that are preparing for the PMP.

John Mull, PMP

USA